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l. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Various stochastic orders have been introduced in order to describe how 
a random variable X is greater than another andom variable Y. Stochastic 
ordering, hazard rate ordering, and likelihood ratio ordering are three 
commonly used orderings. Herein we are concerned with random variables 
which are absolutely continuous lifetimes or discrete lifetimes with support 
on the integers No = {0, 1 .... }. The random variable X is stochastically 
larger than Y, written X>~stY, if P(X>t)= l -Fx ( t )=Fx( t )>>.Fr ( t )= 
1-  Fv( t ) .=P(Y> t) for all t. X is greater than Y in the hazard rate 
ordering (written X~> h~ Y) if hx(t )=fx( t ) /Fx( t )<~fr ( t ) /Fr ( t )=hr( t )  for 
all t/> 0 (in the discrete case h x(k ) = p x(k )/P[ X >~ k ] <<. p r(k )/P[ Y >>- k] = 
h r(k) for all k e No). Here we use fx ( t )  (respectively px(k)) to represent 
the density (mass) function of X. 
The hazard rate ordering is particularly useful in reliability theory and 
survival analysis due to the importance of the hazard rate function there. 
The terminology failure rate function is often used instead of hazard rate 
function in the context of reliability theory. It is worth noting that X~> hr Y 
is equivalent to saying that for any s > 0, 
P[ (X -s )>t lX>s]>~P[ (Y -s )>t [  Y>s]  
for all t > 0. That is conditional on the fact that both lifetimes X and Y 
exceed s, X is stochastically greater than Y. In particular this equivalence 
shows that the hazard rate ordering implies the usual stochastic ordering. 
hx(t) <<.hr(t) for all t~>0 is equivalent o saying that Fx(t)/Fr(t  ) is non- 
decreasing in t (analogously for the discrete case). The ordering defined by 
this property has been termed "uniform stochastic order in the positive 
direction" (see, for example, Whitt, 1980; Keilson and Sumita, 1982). 
Finally, one says that X is larger than Y in the sense of likelihood ratio 
(written X~ Ir Y) if fx ( t ) / f r ( t )  respectively (px(k) /pr(k))  is a non- 
decreasing function of t(k). The three stochastic orders presented here 
are successively stronger, and hence (see, for example, Ross, 1983) that 
X >~ '~ y ~ x >~ hr y ~ X >~ s' Y. 
The notion of majorization is essential to the understanding of the 
stochastic inequalities for convolutions presented in this paper. This 
concept deals with the diversity of the components of a vector in R". Let 
0= (01 ..... 0,) and 0 '= (0'~ ..... 0',) denote two real vectors, and let 
Oc, ] ~ 0[2] ~< ... ~< 0c,, ], O'c, ] ~< 0't, ] ~< ... ~< 0't,, ] be their respective ordered 
components. We say that 0 majorizes 0' (written 0>/0') if Z~=~ 0[i] ~< 
Z~= ~ 0'ci] for all k = 1, 2 ..... n -1 ,  and ZT= 10~ = ZT= j0'u This definition 
provides a partial ordering on R", and 0 >m 0' implies that the components 
of 0 are more dispersed than those of 0' (although the average is the same 
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for both vectors). A function f: D __q R" --* R is a Schur function if it preserves 
this partial ordering. More precisely f :  D_  R"~ R is Schur convex 
(Schur concave) if 8 >m 8' implies that f(8) >if(0') (f(0) ~<f(8')) for all 0, 
0'~D. A Schur function is permutation symmetric, and a Schur convex 
function increases in value as the components become more dispersed (but 
where the component mean is fixed). If f is continuously differentiable 
on the interior D o of D and continuous on D, then f is Schur convex 
(concave) on D if and only if for all i# j ,  OeD °, 
(o,-oj) t>(.<)o. 
This characterization of Schur convexity (concavity) is known as the 
Schur-Ostrowski condition (see Marshall and Olkin (1979) for a 
comprehensive treatment of Schur functions and majorization). 
The main results of this paper are in Sections 2 and 3, where 
Schur properties for convolutions of exponential and geometric random 
variables are proved. More specifically it is shown in Section 2 that if 
~, = (21 ..... 2n ) ~m (2,1 ..... 2in) = k', then the convolution of independent 
exponentials ~,"=1 X~,>~I'Z7=I X~;. Here X;. is an exponential random 
variable with azard 2 (and hence mean 1/2). For the geometric ase it is 
shown in Section 3 that if p = (Pl ..... p,) >m (p,, ..., p,) = p, or log p = 
(log p~ ..... log p,) ~>m log p '= (log p'~ ..... log P'n), then the convolution of 
independent geometric random variables ~7=1 Xp, satisfies ~7=~ Xp,~ >tr 
Z';= i Xp;. Here Xp denotes a geometric random variable with parameter p.
Applications of these convolution results are presented in Section 4. 
Since the likelihood ratio ordering is stronger than the hazard rate 
ordering, it follows that upper bounds for the hazard rate functions of 
convolutions of independent exponential (geometric) random variables can 
be given by those of Gamma (negative binomial) random variables. A 
second example is given for a simple server model where customer serving 
times are exponentially distributed. Another application is given in 
Section4 regarding the range statistic of a sample of i.i.d, exponential 
random variables. Finally, an application is also given for the duration of 
time a multistate component performs in excess of a certain level. 
2. CONVOLUTIONS OF EXPONENTIAL RANDOM VARIABLES 
LEMMA 2.1. For all y >~ O, e2Y -- 2yeY-- l >~ O. 
Proof Let g(y)=e2y-2yeY-1.  Since g(0)=0, it suffices to show 
that g'(y)>lO for yt>0. Now g'(y)=2eY[e y - ( l+y) ]>t2ey[ (1+y) -  
(1 +y) ]  =0. | 
683/48/1-11 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let X).,, X~.2, Xa i, Xa; be independent exponential 
random variables with respective hazard rates 2~, 22, 2'1, 2[, where 
(21,22) ~>~ (2'1, 2~). Then )(at + X;. 2 >lr Xa i + X~;. 
Proof We want to show that g( t )=f~.z ( t ) / fv .z , ( t )  is a nondecreasing 
function of t > 0, where f~.2(0 and f r .2 , ( t )  are the densities of Xa~ + X~ 2 
and Xq + X)4, respectively. Now f , .2( t )  = (2,22/(22 - 2, ) ) [e -a"  _ e-a2']  
unless 2, = 22 = 2, in which case Xa, + Xa~ and Xq + X~.~ are Gamma (2, 2) 
with density 22te -)d. Without loss of generality we may assume 2~ < 2'~ ~< 
2~ < 2z. First we assume 2'! = 2[ = 2', in which case 
2122 [e-(a'-:")'-- e -ta2- ~'')' ] 
g(t)- (2,)2 ~-~-~2-- , ) t 
22122 ~ (22--2')2k+lt2k 
- (2')~]'2"~2 2 2~) k=o (2k+ 1)! 
is clearly increasing in t. If 2] < 2~, then 
2,22 [-e-a't--e -;2'] 
g(t)=<2--v= e-~;--~-I" 
By differentiation it suffices to show that 
_21 e-;.t, + 22e-;-2 , _2 ' le -qt+2'2e-)6 ,  
e_) , ,_e_; .2,  t> e_al, e_a~ , for all t. (2.1) 
Since the sum c = 2a + 2z = 2'! + 2~ is arbitrary, a scaling argument shows 
tha't it suffices to prove (2.1) for t= 1. Equivalently by letting x=2~,  we 
want to prove that for arbitrary c > 0 the function 
g,(x) = 
(c_x )e - ,~-X)_xe  -x (c_x )e - ,C -2X)_x  
e-X- -e - (C -X)  1 -e - (C -2X)  
is decreasing in x on the interval [0,c/2 ]. However, g'l (x) = [ 1 - e -  (c-2x j] -2 
e-2tc -2x) [ - - (e2(c -Zx) -2 (e -2x)ec -Zx-1) ]~<0 by Lemma2.1,  and hence 
the proof is complete. I 
THEOREM 2.3. Let X~, ..... X;.,, Xq ..... X~. be independent exponential 
random variables with respective hazard rate parameters 2t ..... 2,, 2'1 ..... 2',. 
t ~lr y Then (21 ..... 2,) ~rn (2,1, "", An ) implies X;.~ + ... + Xa, ~. "~;.i + "'" + Xa,. 
Proof By the nature of majorization, it suffices to prove the result when 
(2,, 22)>..-m (2'1, 2[) and 2;=2~ for i=3  ..... n. Keilson and Sumita (1982) 
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(see also Shanthikumar nd Yao, 1986) show that if X, X', and Z are inde- 
pendent, where X ~>~* X' and Z has a log concave density (the continuous 
random variable Z is IFR), then X+ Z ~>~ X' + Z. 
In our situation let Z=X~. 3+. . .  +X~,, X=X~.~+X;.2, and X '= 
X). i + Xx~. Z has a log concave density (the convolution of log concave 
densities yields a log concave density--see, for example, Barlow and 
Proschan, 1981), and X>~rx  ' by Proposition 2.2. Hence it follows that 
i=1  i=1 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let Xxt, ..., Xa,, X;.i ..... X;,  be as in Theorem 2.3, 
... _< , ~, . . . .  , where 21 <~ ... <~ 2,,, 2] <~ ..~ 2,, and k >m Then for any k = 1, n, 
Ef_l Y >'r ZL ,  
Proof Note that if 2 < 2', then X>. >lr Xa', and hence the result follows 
for k= 1. Assume now that k> 1. For any such k we have that 
0k=Ek=12'i--Y.k=~2;>~0 (since the 2's are ordered and k>/mv). In 
particular it follows that (2~ ..... 2k- 1, 2k + Ok) >m (2'1 ..... ;t~) and therefore 
using the result of Keilson and Sumita together with Theorem 2.3 we have 
k-1  k - I  k 
i= l  i=1  i=1 
Remark 2.5. Proschan and Sethuraman (1976) prove that under the 
IF ~st  n assumptions of Theorem 2.3, ZT= i -,~., -t Zi= 1 X;.; (this is also proved by 
Tong (1980), and the interested reader is referred to Bock, Diaconis, 
Huffer, and Perlman (1987) for related results). In fact Proschan and 
Sethuraman demonstrate a much more general result for the usual 
stochastic order (which of course is weaker than the likelihood ratio order). 
They prove that if X;.~ ..... X~,, X;. i ..... X~; are independent with propor- 
tional hazard functions (where 21 ..... 2,, 2'1 ..... 2', are the respective 
constants of proportionality), then L >m Z.' implies that the vector of order 
statistics (X,) ..... X(,)) of {X~t ..... X~.,} is stochastically larger than the 
vector of order statistics (XI1) ..... X~,)) of {X~ i ..... X~;}. This generalizes 
earlier work of Sen (1970)and Pledger and Proschan (1971). 
One might naturally ask therefore to what extent Theorem 2.3 on 
likelihood ratio ordering may be extended in the direction of the result of 
Proschan and Sethuraman on stochastic ordering for the order statistics of 
a sample. Boland, EI-Neweihi, and Proschan (1991)have shown however 
that even when X~, Xx2, X~3, Xx i, X~ i, and X~ are independent exponential 
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random variables with respective hazards 21, 22, 23, 2'1, 2~, and 2~, then 
k = (21,22, 23) ~>m (2'1, 2~, 2~) = k' does not necessarily imply even that 
Xt3 ) = max{Xj.,, X~2, X;.3} ~hr max{X;.i ' X;.,, X;.~} = XI3 ). 
3. CONVOLUTIONS OF GEOMETRIC RANDOM VARIABLES 
If Xp is a geometric random variable with p e [0, 1 ], then P(X, = k) = qpk 
for k= 0, 1 ..... where q= 1 -  p. Note that P(Xp >1 k)=pk and hence the 
hazard rate function 
h(k) = P(Xp = k) P(Xp >~ k)= q is constant in k. 
The geometric distribution is the discrete analogue of the exponential 
distribution in the sense that both have constant hazard rate functions. If 
Xp, and X m are independent geometric random variables with respective 
parameters pl and p2 ( Pl V~ Pz) then P( Xm + Xp2=k )=qlq2( P k + l -  pl-~ + 1)/ 
(P2-Pl)). If p l=pz=p,  then Xp~+Xp2 is negative binomial with 
parameters 2, p and hence 
z {k + 1) pk. 
P(Xpt + Xp2=k)=q ~, 1 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let Xp,, Xp2, Xpl, Xp, be independent geometric 
random variables, where (p~, P2) ~m (P'I, P~2)" Then Xp, + Xp2 >t~ Xpi + Xp, z. 
Proof We want to show that P(Xp, +Xp2=k)/P(XpI+Xp~=k) is a 
nondecreasing function of k = 0, 1, 2 ..... Now without loss of generality we 
assume Pl < P'~ ~< P~ < P2, and initially we consider the case where P'I < P~. 
We want to show that 
p] + l __ pk + , 
(p,l)k+l__(p~,)k+l T in k=O, 1 ..... 
or equivalently that 
gk(P,, P2) - p~ +1 _ p~ +1 
k k Pl -PE 
is a Schur convex function of (p~, P2) for any fixed k = 1, 2 ..... It suffices 
(by the Schur-Ostrowski condition) to show that (P l -  pz)(O/Opl- 0/01)2) 
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gk(P~,P2)~ >0. NOW (O/Op~)g~,=[p~k-(k + l)p~p~ +kp~-tpkz+~]/D z, 
where O = k (P2 -  P~), and hence 
'p' '"(& L) - gk 
(pl --p2) 2 
D . . .  
--kp~--lp~ l l ( p l + P 2 ) } 
_ (p l -p2)  2 
D 2 {(P]k-I+P~k-')+(P]k--ZPz+P,P~k--2) 
+ . . .  +(p~+l_k - l+p~- l _k+l  k k - I  t'2 Pz ) -k (p ,P2  + P~- ~P~)}. 
By comparing each of the first k bracketed terms in { } with one of 
the last, it suffices to show that for any i= 1 ..... k -1 ,  p~+ip~- i - l+ 
p~-~-lp~+i~ plk p2k-I + p~- lpk z. By shifting everything to the left-hand 
side this is equivalent to 
p~-,-~p~-,-~[pii+~ i+~ ~ _ -Pz  ] [p , -p~]  ~>0, 
which is clearly always true. Finally, a limiting argument (let (p'~, p~)= 
( /5-e, /~+e),  where 2p=p'~+p'2=p~+p2 and e--.0) completes the 
proof. II 
We have the following analogous result for the case in which 
log p i> m log p'. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let Xp,, Xp2, Xpl, Xp, 2 be independent geometric 
random variables where (log Pl, log P2) >/m (log P'I, log P'2). Then 
[r 
x., + Xp2 xp, + xp;. 
Proof As in the proof of Proposition 3.1 we assume initially that 
P~ < P'~ < P~ < P2. We want to show that 
p] + l _ p~ + l e-  21(k + l ) _ e -  ;.2(k + l ) 
(p,l)k+l (p,2)k+l--e-;.i~k+l) e--~41k+l) T in k=0,1  ..... 
where 2 ;=- logp i ,  2"=- logp~ for i=1,2.  But since k=(21 , 22)>m 
(2j,, 22') = k', the result follows from Proposition 2.2. A limiting argument 
completes the proof of the case where p'~ = p~. II 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let X m ..... Xp~, Xpl ..... Xp, be independent geometric 
random variables with respective parameters Pl ..... p~, p'~ ..... p',. Then if 
P = (P l  . . . . .  Pn) >/m (Prl . . . . .  pin) = p'  or log p = (log Pl ..... Iog p~) ~>m log p' = 
(log p'l, ..., log p',), it follows that ~"~n= 1Xpi'~lr~'~n~- z..~i= 1Xp;. 
Proof. By the nature of majorization, it suffices to prove the result 
when (p~, P2) ~>m (p , ,  p[) (or (log p~, log P2) ~rn (log p'~, log p[)) and 
pi =p~ for i = 3 ..... n. If X= Xpt + Xp2 and X' = Xpl + Xp;, then by Proposi- 
tion 3.1 or Proposit ion 3.2, it follows that X~> ~r X'. Now if Z=~7= 3 Xp,, 
then Z has a log concave mass function (log concave mass functions on 
(0, I, 2 .... ) are closed under convolution), and hence again it follows by 
Theorem 2.1 of Keilson and Sumita that X+ Z>~ ~r X'  +Z '  and therefore 
(as in Theorem 2.3) that ~'i'= t Xp, >1 ~7= ~ Xp;. I 
4. APPLICATIONS 
Application 4.1. The likelihood ratio order is stronger than the hazard 
rate ordering, and hence our results hold in particular for this weaker 
ordering. 
If X;.,, X;. 2 are independent exponential random variables with 2~ :# 22, 
then the hazard rate function h~,.;.2(t ) of X;.~ + X;. 2 takes the form 
e-;~'  - e --22t 
h;.i.;.z(t) = (1/21 )e-;.it _ (1/22) e-;.2v 
Note that lim,~o~ h;.~.;.2(t) = min(21,22), and more generally 
lim,~o~hxt ..... ; . ,(t)=min(21 ..... 2,,), where h;., ..... ;.n(t) is the hazard rate 
function of X;.t + ... + X;.. Now if ).~ = 22 = 2, then X;.~ + X;. 2 is Gamma 
with parameters (2,).), and h;..;.(t)= hrt2,;.~(t)= 22t/(1 + 2t). More generally 
hr~n,;.~(t) = 2"t n- ~/{F(n)[Zg-~ ((2t)i/i!)] } (see, for example, Barlow and 
Proschan, 1981). Now Theorem2.3 implies that if k=(2~ ..... ,~,,)>m 
(2'~ ..... 2~,) = k', then h;. z ..... ~.n(t) ~< h;.i ..... ).;(t) for all t. Figure 1 illustrates this 
relationship in the case where n=2 and 2~+22= 1. Note also that if 
X).t ..... X;.~ are independent exponentials and ~. = ~ '  2i/n, then h;.t ..... ;.n(t) ~< 
hrtn.~(t) for all t. This gives a convenient upper bound on the hazard rate 
function of a convolution of exponentials in terms of the hazard rate of a 
Gamma density. 
In a similar fashion Theorem 3.3 gives us upper bounds for the hazard 
rate function of the convolution of geometric random variables in terms of 
the hazard rate function of negative binomial distributions. For  example, 
let us consider the convolutions of two independent geometric random 
variables X m and Xp2. Y,,,p is negative binomial with parameters n 
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FIG. 1. Hazard rate functions of the convolution of two exponentials. 
and p if P(Y,,.~=k)=q"(k+~k-l)pk for k=0,  I ..... For n=2,  we have 
P( Y2. p >1" k)= p ((k + 1 ) -  kp) and hence the hazard rate function takes the 
form hz.p(k)=q2/(1-p(k/(k+ 1))). Now for given Pl and P2, let /~= 
(Pl + P2)/2, P* = x/Pl P2, and hp~.p2(k) = hazard rate function of Xp~ + Xp2. 
Theorem 3.3 implies that Xp, +Xp2 ~hr Y2,/~ and Xp, +Xp2 >hr Y2.p*, and 
hence for all k = 0, 1 ..... 
hp,,p2(k)=(p~+l/q 2 _k+l/_ 
- -P l  /ttl) 
~< min { (q)2 / (1 - /3  (k -~) ) ,  (q* )2 / (1 -P* (k~) )}"  
In a similar way we may obtain convenient upper bounds for the hazard 
rate function of the sum of n independent geometric random variables in 
terms of the hazard rate function of a negative binomial distribution with 
parameters n and b or p* = (p~ ...p,,)~/". The following is a situation where 
it might be of interest to bound the hazard rate function of a sum of 
geometric random variables Xp~,...,Xp. Items are inspected on an 
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assembly line and intially the chance of a defective is ql = 1 -p~ for each 
item. After the first defective item is observed an adjustment is made and 
subsequently the chance that  defective item is observed is q2 = I - Pz, etc. 
In this situation Xp~ +. . .+Xp,  represents the number of good items 
inspected before the nth defective is observed. The hazard rate function at 
any point in time would represent the chances that given the nth defective 
has not yet been observed, it is observed uring the present inspection. 
Application 4.2. A server must serve n customers in order to complete 
a job. The time spent serving customer i is an exponential random variable 
X~, with hazard parameter 2;. Hence the convolution Z']= 1 X~, represents 
the duration of the job. The hazard function h;, ..... ;.,(t) for the server has 
the following interpretation: given that the server is still busy at time t, the 
chances of job completion in (t, t + e) - e.h;.j ..... ).,(t). Since the likelihood 
ratio ordering is stronger than the hazard rate ordering, Theorem 2.3 
implies that given the server is busy at t, the more homogeneous the service 
times of the customers are the more likely it is that the job will be 
completed in the immediate future. 
Application 4.3. Suppose XI, X2 ..... X, are independent exponential 
random variables with parameter 2. If X~t), X~z~ ..... X~,~ represent the order 
statistics of this sample in increasing order, then X~, X~2~-X~I) ..... 
X~,)- X~,,_ ~ are independent exponential random variables with respective 
parameters (hazards) n2, (n - l )2  ..... 2. Therefore the range R,,= 
n- - I  X~,I - XIJJ = Y~;= 1 IX,+ 11 - X~;j] is a convolution with density (see Feller, 
1971, p. 41) 
' (71)  fR,(t)=2(n--1) Z ( -1 )  i - '  e-it~', i=1  
and hence X(n) - - ,~( l )  = R n ) I t  F(n-  1, (n/2)2) by Theorem 2.3. 
Also note that XI, ) >~r F(n, ((n + 1)/2)2). In particular the hazard rate 
function of X(,,) is less than or equal to that of a F(n, ((n + 1 )/2) 2) random 
variable, thus providing an upper bound on the hazard rate function of a 
parallel system of n components whose lifetimes are independent and 
exponentially distributed with parameter 2.
Application 4.4. We present here an application in the area of multi- 
state systems or components. See Natvig (1985) for an introduction to this 
development. Assume that a component may perform at any of the levels 
0, 1 ..... M; the M+ 1 states representing successive levels of performance 
ranging from the perfect functioning level M down to the complete failure 
level 0. Let us assume that the amount of time the component spends in 
state i is an exponential random variable X~., with parameter 2j, i = 1 ..... M. 
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Tk = ~k X~., then represents the total  t ime dur ing which the component  
funct ions at a level of k or  greater  (k= 1 ..... M) .  Let us assume 2M'%< 
2M_~-%< "'" ~<2~, and that 2~<2'  . . .  M-~< ~< 2] is an a l ternat ive set of 
parameters ,  where k = (21 ..... 2M) ~m (,~t 1.. . . .  ,~ / )= k'. It fol lows from 
--~"~m X >)r X~; T'  for any k= 1, M. In Coro l la ry2 .4 that  Tk- -  /...,i=k ;.,-.~ ~Mk .= k .... 
part icu lar  this implies hazard rate ordering. If Y(t )  (respectively Y'( t ) )  
represents the state of the component  with parameters  k(k ' )  at t ime t, then 
for any t, s > 0 and k = 1 ..... M it fol lows that 
P(Y( t+s)>~kl  Y ( t )>~k)>~P(Y ' ( t+s)>~kl  Y'(t)>_.k). 
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